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SUMMARY

Professional with extensive experience in accounting, project management and customer service. 
Expertise in the insurance, healthcare industries and banking. Strong computer skills. Good 
analytical and problem solving skills. Organized and efficient coordinator of tasks and projects. 
Good communication skills with ability to work with a variety of people and systems to achieve 
results.

SKILLS

Word, Excel, Powerpoint.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Remittance Processor
ABC Corporation  November 1998 – October 2002 
 Processed $1 million plus per day in customer mail payments.
 Researched, analyzed and balanced daily billing process and entered MCR checks into Cash 

Track Software.
 Generated cash report; Reviewed payments for proper crediting.
 Encoded all checks for bank deposit.
 Created Microsoft spreadsheets.
 Processed individual and group checks that are returned from the bank for various reasons, 

i.e.
 account closed, NSF, payment stopped, etc.

Remittance Processor
Delta Corporation  1993 – 1998 
 Verified that information in the computer system was up-to-date and accurate.
 Eliminated outdated records by sending the records to be scanned.
 Compiled statistical information for special reports.
 Organized billing and invoice data and prepared accounts receivable and expected revenue 

reports for controllers.
 Posted payments to patients accounts,refunded money to patients accounts,made sure my 

posting tranactions balanced,corrected anything that needed .
 Kept track of all my transactions and at the end of the day entered information in computer 

log sheet.
 I would say that I got the patients money posted in a timely and accurate manner.

EDUCATION

Certification in Professional Bridal Consultant - January 2010(Penn Foster - Scranton, PA)
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